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“Well, there’s no need to feel guilty, it’s just a robbery, alright, statistic, how many more robberies
have been made in total this one night.”

After a moment of calculation, the stats came out.

This one night, a total of another 3,200 sixth grade spirit stones had been looted.

“Haha, finally we’ve gathered over 3,000 pieces.”Omi gave a loud laugh.

Originally working so hard to gather another three thousand or so, then let Tang Huan, Lu Yuxi, and
Yan Xinyi also step into the first stage of the combined body, worked hard all night to loot the second
to fourth, and even fifth and sixth strongest members of each family, the total number of people
looted, as many as 250, finally, made it up.

So far, the entire Four Seas, there really was no inventory left, they were all empty.

“Let’s go, since we’ve had enough, let’s stop waiting and go find Tang Huan and the others.”Mu Qianji
said.

“Okay.”

Omi arrived at Tang Huan and Yan Xinyi’s room and pushed the door in.

“Ah.”Came a scream.

“Uh. Sorry.”Omi exited in a panic, while at the same time, Omi was repenting inside. Remember the
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Omi was too excited and didn’t even knock on the door, but he didn’t expect that Yan Xin Yi was
changing her clothes.

“Guilty conscience, I didn’t mean to.”Omi felt guilty, perhaps because, after all, Yan Xin Yi was his
teacher’s wife in the mortal world, although nowadays, with the passage of time, the traces of his
teacher’s wife were getting fainter and fainter, some times, Omi almost forgot that she used to be his
teacher’s wife.

Mu Qianji gave Omi a blank glance, “What’s the hurry, did you see anything?”

“I swear, I didn’t see anything, after all, my teacher’s wife had her back to me and was in the corner, I
barely got a glance at her changing her clothes, I didn’t see anything substantial.”Don swore.

“Alright, don’t blame yourself so much, it’s not your fault, besides, we’ve been together for a long
time, some misunderstandings are inevitable.”

Not long after, Tang Huan opened them.



“I’m sorry, Shisha.”Omi walked in and said.

Yan Xinyi was a little embarrassed and said, “It’s fine, Master.”

“From now on, call me Feng’er, don’t mess up your identity.”

“I can’t call it that.”

“Ugh.”Omi was startled, what did Shisun mean.

Yan Xinyi said, “I really can’t call out, you are now an existence that I can’t reach high enough, an
existence that I still need to cling to, you are such a strong and powerful person, how can I possibly do
that if I’m allowed to take you as my disciple, so I really can’t call out.”

Omi smiled shallowly, “It’s okay, I’ll always be Master’s apprentice, even if I’m stronger, I’m still.”

“But that’s what you think, but I stand in front of you and look incomparably weak, I, huh, forget
it.”Yan Xinyi sighed, as she seemed to recall some past events or something inside, and was not in a
very happy mood.

Although Yan Xin Yi knew that Omi would always respect her, but she couldn’t think of herself, higher
than Omi, because Omi was now her dependency, and Omi was incomparably powerful, the kind of
unintentionally revealed momentum, if it was an outsider, would tremble in fear.Where would he dare
to be his teacher’s wife, an outsider might not understand this feeling.

Omi smiled, “Alright, forget all the unhappiness, I’ll tell you a happy thing now.”

“What is it, brother.”Tang Huan was busy, although Tang Huan was bold enough to call her brother,
but she also had great courage within her to do so, in fact, she was a bit afraid that Omi would be
unhappy or something like that every time she finished calling her brother, fortunately, Omi wasn’t
unhappy even once.

“Oh, you should have heard that all of the Lu family’s sixth grade spirit stones were robbed, yes, I did
it.”Omi said.
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“Ah.”Omi had just finished speaking when a person at the door shouted in surprise, it was the newly
arrived Lv Yuxi.

Lu Yuxi still came to look for Tang Huan and Yan Xinyi today, the three of them, now turned into BFFs,
the best of sisters.

“Tang, Tang Shao, what did you say?”Lu Yuxi looked at Omi incredulously.

“Oh, Yu Xi, you’re here, that’s right, your family’s sixth grade spirit stone was robbed by me.”

“Oh my god, this.”Lu Yuxi was dumbfounded, it was Omi who did it.

Mu Qianji was busy saying, “To be precise, all the sixth grade spirit stones of the entire Four Seas,
sixty-three families, were all done by us, but of course, it was mainly done by Omi.”

“Uh, sixty-three families?Wasn’t it only my Lu family that was robbed?”Lu Yu Xi was busy.



“Of course not, it’s the entire Four Seas, 63 families.”

“Oh my god, you guys.”

Tang Huan and the three of them were shocked.

Omi said, “I robbed so many spirit stones with the purpose of refining and promoting, so now both me
and Thousand Extremities have become a combined first stage.However, the amount of spirit stones
robbed greatly exceeded our expectations, and there were even more.So, last night, we continued to
loot again, trying to loot every single piece, so we finally got it all together.The three of you, you can
also be promoted to the first stage of the combined body, Tang Huan, Yu Xi, and Shisun,
congratulations.”

“Ugh.”The three of you all looked terrified.

“Oh, you three, come with me, we’ll refine in a cave.”

After saying that, Omi gently lifted his hand and an invisible force pulled the three of you, Tang Huan
Lu Yu Xi Yan Xin Yi, to that cave yesterday.

Omi poured out spirit stones.

“Wow, so many.”

“Start refining, you three, who’s first?”

The three of them all felt a bit disbelieving.

Omi looked at Yan Xin Yi and said, “Shiniang, you go first.”

The teacher’s wife was a bit unnatural and said, “Master, it’s better not to call me teacher’s wife, I’m
already uncomfortable and awkward.”

“Alas, Yan Xinyi, you go first.”Omi said helplessly.

“Mm.”

More than half an hour later, Yan Xinyi soared from the first stage of Exaltation to the first stage of
Merging.

Then, the second Tang Huan, soared up to the first stage of the combined body.

Lastly, Lu Yuxi soared to the first stage of the combined body.

After helping the three of them finish refining, Omi was also a bit tired, after all, it also took a lot of
energy.

“Congratulations, Mu Qianji and I are now at the same level as you.”Omi smiled and said.

Lu Yuxi said, “Even though we’re at the same level, the way we look at you is even higher than before,
it feels like you’re the sky we’ll never be able to touch.”

“Mmhmm, yes.”Tang Huan was also busy nodding.



Omi just laughed.

“Let’s go back.”

Yan Xinyi said, “Then can we enter the Five Seas as well?”

“Of course, you can enter at any time, but there’s no need to rush yet, you guys are continuously
elevated after all, adapt to it for a while and then look for an opportunity, me and Chichi too.”

“Mmhmm, thank you, Master.”

“You’re welcome.”Omi gave a slight nod to his teacher’s wife, sighing deeply inside, this little girl in
front of him, Omi couldn’t reunite her with the mortal realm more and more inside.It always felt like a
past life in general, drifting apart until they were no longer each other’s original.
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